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reetings KC/RCers! Weather has been unusually warm for late October and early
November. Wind has been a problem, but
there’s been a few good flying days. Thanks to
everyone who came out to help on October
26th for the field maintenance day. Special
thanks to Stan, Bill, and John who are always
there to make our field a great place to fly!
For the November meeting there are a few
items which will require a vote from the membership, so do your best to attend on Wednesday, November 16th. Most important on the
docket will be the events we are going to host
next Summer. It is vital we decide this at the
November meeting so there is plenty of time
to submit AMA sanctions for those events we
will sanction, as well giving plenty of time to
those who will organize them. Seven events
were suggested by your leadership. 1) Jet Rally, 2) Warbirds Fly-In, 3) AMA Model Aviation
Day, 4) 3D Aerobatics Event, 5) FPV Drone
Racing/Obstacle course event, 6) Float Fly,
and 7) Traditional Low-key Competitive Fun
Fly. Assuming the club chooses to hold them,
Mike Ryken has volunteered to officiate the
Jet Rally, Darwin Ulledahl is taking on the Warbirds Fly-In, Jim Cianciolo and yours truly will

Lots of firewood for the barrel this Winter
Thanks to all you guys who helped cut wood

Club Meeting
will be held
at the EAA Hanger
November 16th
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host the Traditional Fun-Fly, and Craig McMichael says there’s a lake
near Holden he has access to where we could host a Float Fly. Are you
volunteering Craig? Keep in mind we can only realistically host four (4).
Five events would be one event every month from May through September. That’s a LOT to demand of the membership. I recommend we
limit our choices to four, maximum. We will vote at the meeting which
events we wish to undertake for 2023. Give it lots of thought and come
prepared to discuss at the meeting prior to the vote. And don’t be surprised when the event leader asks for your assistance. They can’t do it
by themselves.
As you know, the Icicle Stick Fun Fly will be held on Sunday, January 1st,
starting about 10:00 A.M. The ONLY reason it will be postponed is if the
weather is so bad that it would be dangerous to travel to the field. If
that happens, like it did last year, we will hold the event on Sunday,
January 8th. Duane Hulen, Leonard LaForte, and I will each be bringing
pots of chili to help keep us warm, and I understand Stan Harrington will
have the fire roaring in the new burn barrel! This is always a good time,
cold or not. For you ski flyers, pray for snow! I will bring a snow shovel if
that happens for us less intrepid pilots.
The Swap ’N’ Shop is coming up on February 4th at the John Knox Pavilion, as in the past. The flyer is in this issue of Contacts. If you want to sell
some goodies, get your table(s) reserved as soon as possible! They go
fast. If you’re not selling, you gotta come anyway. It makes no matter
whether you “need” anything or not, its GREAT FUN, and you’ll likely
find something you can’t live without. Put it on your calendar! AND, if
Duane taps you on the shoulder to help operate the event, step up
and get involved. It takes lots of effort and manpower to host this great
wintertime event.
BE SURE to bring your contributions for the Toys for Tots charity drive to
the November meeting. Bring one toy for a boy and one toy for a girl.
DO NOT wrap them. The Marine Corp will be accepting and distributing the contributions. Let’s bring Santa alive for some deserving under
privileged kids.
Always perfect flights and soft landings,

Jon Britt, President
Fred Hulen’s T-28
Coming home after another
Successful Mission
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Minutes of the October Meeting
President Jon Britt called the September 21, 2022
Meeting to order at 7:00 P.M. The additional new
officers present were Vice-president Edwin
Chavez, Treasurer Jim Hulse and Secretary John
Midgorden. There were 26 members present.
President Britt called for a motion to approve the
August minutes. A motion was received and the
Minutes were approved. Jon then called for Officer Reports.
Secretary-John Midgorden
1. John reminded everyone of Ed Jaynes model
garage sale scheduled for November 5th at
Ed’s home. Ron Freckle and Don Ronnebaum spend this day pricing the models.
Ed has some nice ready to go models.
2. John also mentioned that he developed another video, this time of Jon Britt’s Trainermaster he purchased at Gary Fisher’s Estate Sale.
The movie is now on the website.
3. Next Wednesday is the workday to cut wood
for the fire barrel and do other maintenance
tasks at the flying field.
Treasurer-Jim Hulse
Jim shared the income and expenses of the last
month that included several 2023 memberships.
He also shared the totals of the Club’s CDs. He
indicated there were a number of new member
applications that he hasn’t had time to include
in his report.
Jon asked the members to please get their
membership dues paid for the new year since
this money is a major part of the Club’s operation. He also thanked Leonard LaForte for bringing the donuts to the meeting and asked everyone to put some money in the box to offset the
cost of the donuts.
Park Liaison-Jimmy Cianciolo & Leonard LaForte
1. On Tuesday October 11 th Jimmy and
Leonard LaForte had a meeting with John
Johnson Director and Assistant Director Craig
Briggs. The meeting was at the flying field. Of
the several things that were brought up they
volunteered to get a new fire barrel, removal
of the hay-bales at the end of the runway,

and 3 new tables at the shelter house to replace the ones that are broken. The dead
tree at the North end of the field that needs
cutting down, and the removal of the pit
potty and replacement of the shed with a
storage container were also discussed. The
Park will tear down the existing pit potty including the Club’s shed that was attached
to the pit potty. They will then fill in the area
and bring in a 10 X 20 steel container for our
storage purposes. The Park has the container
that they will install for our use. The container
has a ventilator on the roof and a special
lock (Stan Harrington has the kind of lock
needed). There is also a question of how
much gasoline we can have in the box without a special safety cabinet. The Club will
need to remove all the contents. The timeframe for the Park's work is within 4 months.
Another thing that was talked about was the
signage of the new safety rules. There was a
discussion about enforcement of the Park
Permits, since there are still people using the
field without a Park Permit. There was also
talk about the contractor who is going to fill
the crack (voted on at the August meeting).
2. Jimmy and Leonard also talk about expanding the number of nights for lighted aircraft
flying next year. The Park wants us to fill out a
special use permit for the night flying with the
dates. This will go into the Park’s computers
and everyone will know about the night flying.
Jon then shared the meeting that he and Edwin
had the previous Monday with the Assistant chief
Ranger. One of the topics was the night flying.
He indicated there is no reason why we couldn’t
fly every night until 10:00 P.M. He would just need
authority to allow the flying, which the Special
Use Permit would provide. Jon also shared that
when they talked to the Assistant Chief Ranger
they brought up the issue of checking for Park
Passes. The Ranger gave Jon his card and told
Jon that if there was a problem to call him (Jimmy C also has his number). There is a fine of $143
if a person doesn’t have a Park Permit.
Continued on Page 4
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OLD BUSINESS
Donations for the Club’s Annual participation in
the Marine Corps Toys for Tots Christmas program will be gathered at the November Club
Meeting. Midgorden asked that everyone bring
two toys, one for a boy and one for a girl, unwrapped.
Jon asked about the Build and Fly Program and
Susan indicated the airplane is finished except
for a new battery that has been ordered.
Mike Ryken shared what he thinks we should do
about the KCRC apparel. He would like to take
orders for items so he doesn’t have to have a
large inventory. Based on Barbara Carey’s paperwork the KCRC T-shirts have been sold for less
than they cost the Club. If we can buy in bulk
there is a good discount. Jon asked Mike to
come to the November meeting with a list of the
items he is thinking about ordering. At the next
meeting members will be able to indicate what
items they would like to buy. Jon asked Duane
Hulen for an update on the Swap ’N’ Shop. Duane indicated he is not planning to mail flyers
this year. His plan is to bombard the Internet and
provide flyers at the hobbyshops, etc.
Duane shared that he was at the field the day
the guy came out to fix the cracks. All the
cracks were treated, not just the ones originally
contracted for. Ron Dulinsky asked about the
botched job the original contract performed
with the humps and bumps. Jon indicated there
are no plans at this point to fix these areas.
NEW BUSINESS
Andrew Sites is now the new Safety Officer. Jon
expressed appreciation for all the many years
Susan Calvin served in this position, but who now
would like to retire from the job. Leonard LaForte
is the alternate to the Park Liaison position serving with Jimmy C.
EVENTS: There were several events discussed at
a recent Board meeting and Jon shared the
events for information and discussion. It is difficult to do more than 4 large events at the field.
Here are potential events to consider. All events
will be voted on at the November meeting.

1. Mike Ryken as agreed to run the Jet Rally
2. Darwin Ulledahl has agreed run the Warbird
Fun Fly.
3. Jim Cianciolo and Jon Britt have discussed
having a traditional Fun Fly (Jon discussed
some of the things to do in a Fun Fly)
It will be important to have awards, etc. for
these events. Other events suggested at the
Board meeting were National Model Aviation
Day, a 3-D Competition, and drone racing, There
is a drone club that is willing to come out and
show us what drone racing is all about. Another
suggestion was a float fly but where to do it is a
problem. These are the events discussed by the
Board. Another suggestion from the meeting
was a “Come and Learn How to Fly” event. Next
month if you vote on these event it means you
will be willing to help.
There has been a lot of discussion about a dues
increase. There was a suggestion at the August
meeting, but the Club’s Constitution/Bylaws requires a dues increase be presented at an August meeting and then voted on at the September meeting in time for the new fiscal year.
We were too late this year to follow the Bylaws
and that is why we still have the same amount
this year. It is difficult to put our dues higher because a person doesn’t have to join the Club to
fly at the Park flying field. We want the club to
be viable and costs have gone up. This issue will
be a discussion throughout the year and if you
have any thoughts or suggestions please let your
officers know. A modest increase seems important since the dues is a major part of the income
we have to operate the Club. The other big
money make has traditionally been the Swap ’N’
Shop. Now that Covid-19 is behind us the Swap
meet should be back to strength.
Andrew Sites is taking the lead in providing information on the FAA Advisory Circular 91-57C
that has to do with making our flying site a remote identified site (FRIA) so that we don’t
have to have remote identification in our airplanes. It’s coming, but the AMA hasn’t yet given us information on how we can apply. An-

Continued on Page 5
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drew is all over this for us. He is really up on the
FAA guidelines, etc.
Web page: Edwin Chavez shared that he is working on trying to get the website mobil phone
friendly. If not, he would like to change the webpage host. Andrew Sites has been helping Edwin
with the website. There have been some new
updates and the home page now has our runway and field in the background. Edwin shared
that he and Andrew are planning more updates
and making the site more interactive. There is still
the FaceBook Page and a new FaceBook Group
where anyone is welcome to post comments
and even post pictures. Jon explained that Edwin and Andrew are exploring a new Webpage
provider that is less expense and more capable.
It might even be possible in the future to join the
Club online. Edwin explained that they might not
jump to the new provider since we have a year
or so on the present Website contract.
There has been a suggestion that we incorporate an RC Car group into the Club. There is a
large expanse of grass on the left as you drive
into the field that could be made into an RC
Monster truck/car race area. The RC Car guys
have seen the sight and are interested. Jim Hulse
explained how these kind of car racers use a
non-maintained track. They also have insurance

and they would need a safety fence around the
area. Jim doesn’t think that what they need
would require much maintenance. Edwin shared
they have 30 guys right now and would be willing to join KCRC. Jimmy C. explained that the
Parks Department would have to be involved in
this kind of venture.
The last item was a discussion of getting power
at the field for charging batteries for electric
powered aircraft. Edwin suggested we get solar
panels. Jon suggested we need to look into this
item. Edwin suggested that if we had power at
the field it would draw more people to our
events. Edwin will bring more information to the
next meeting.
Jimmy C suggested we need to look into getting
cards that will enable people to pay by credit
card for events and possibly at the Swap meet.
Another thing to look into.
There was a motion to adjourn that carried.
After a break Jon Britt gave a presentation from
his computer on his engineering and model aviation careers.
Respectfully Submitted
John Midgorden, Secretary

The toys
will be
delivered to
a Toys for Tots
authorized
distribution
location

Bring two
unwrapped
toys
One for a boy
and one
for a girls

The Mission of the Marine Toys for Tots Program is to collect new unwrapped toys and
distribute those toys to less fortunate children
at Christmas. Since 2001 the Marine’s program has ranked as one of the top rated
charities by “Philanthropy 400.”

KCRC has been supporting this Foundation
for the past 3 years. Since the weather has
been an issue in the past the Club decided
to bring toys to the November Club meeting
this year instead of a special flying day in
October, as in previous years.
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Safety Of cer’s Report
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emember to do the following in order to safely and
legally fly at Lee’s Summit RC fields:
TRUST UAS Safety Test: https://trust.modelaircraft.org/
FAA DroneZone: https://faadronezone-access.faa.gov/#/
AMA membership renewal: https://www.modelaircraft.org/joinrenew-ama
Lees Summit Parks and Rec: Obtain your annual
Park RC permit
(Optional) KCRC membership application: https://
www.kcradiocontrol.com/_files/ugd/
fe424a_2ce3d6eeb8994b7d91ed0ba53ce153c5.p
df
Always remain below 400’ of altitude above
ground level (AGL)
Always maintain visual-line-of-sight (VLOS) with
your aircraft
Always remain aware and remain well clear of
manned traffic (including paragliders, balloons,
and ultralight aircraft, yes these are all common at
Lake Jacomo)
Drink water

O

ctober was a monumental month in regard to
FAA regulations on our hobby. I know that for
some time now there has been what seems to
be an ever-restricting scope of abilities we have had
as modelers and recreational fliers to endure. Since
the passing of the FAA Modernization and Revitalization Act of 2012 the FAA has been seemingly “cracking down” on the operation of unmanned aircraft in
the United States, almost certainly brought about by
the introduction of the quadcopter (or drone) to the
consumer market. While the past 10 years have
seemed like a storm of uncertainty regarding what the
future of our hobby looks like, the provisions of AC
91-57C appear to be a step in the right direction. I
have heard some people asking “What does this new
advisory circular mean for me as a modeler?”, this is a
great question, and the short answer is to keep doing
as you have been to comply with the previous AC
91-57B. In other words, still register on the FAA DroneZone website, display your registration number and
AMA number, fly within Visual Line of Sight, and remain
clear of manned aircraft at all times. Be sure to consult
AC 91-57C and the AMA Safety handbook for further
necessary guidance.

by Andrew Sites
This new AC does, however, have some important
changes that will impact KCRC (but not necessarily in
a negative manner). First, the FAA has opened up the
application period for becoming a recognized Community-Based Organization (CBO). The AMA has already submitted their application to become the first
CBO in existence. This recognition will open up avenues for regulatory compliance for clubs and members through the AMA. This includes the application for
a FAA Recognized Identification Area (FRIA). What is a
FRIA? A FRIA will be a designated flying area which will
be free of federal Remote ID requirements once they
take effect in 2023. If you would like to learn more
about Remote ID I will provide a link at the end of this
piece. Remote ID has been highly controversial since it
was announced as a necessity by Congress in 2020,
and for good reason. Tyler Dobbs hosts a great discussion about remote ID in the AMA discussion video
linked below. Here’s a snapshot:
1.

Remote ID manufacturing requirements will take
place for developers/producers/retailers in December 2022. (My Mavic 3 has already gotten its
Remote ID update).

2.

Remote ID Regulations will take effect for users in
September 2023. (This is when we will all be expected to comply)

3.

Remote ID requirements for manufacturers will
(most likely) only effect aircraft that are ready to
fly out of the box. By ready to fly, this means the
aircraft has ALL necessary components to operate, including the battery and transmitter. It
sounds to me like the AMA has pushed for this ruling so that our BNF, PNP, and ARF aircraft can be
protected from the inevitable price hike that
would come with a remote ID module.

4.

As it stands, recreational fliers NOT operating at a
FRIA will need to purchase a Remote ID module
and affix to any aircraft they wish to operate
weighing more than 250 grams. These are NOT
required if operating within the bounds of the FRIA.

5.

These modules will likely be approximately $200/
each based on current estimates, and yes, I know
that's steep, BUT recreational fliers will be able to
purchase a single unit to use on each of their aircraft. I do not believe the weight of these modules
will be significant, either.

Continued on Page 8
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6.

Part 107 operators will be required to use an individual Remote ID module on EACH aircraft used
for operations under Part 107, and the rule stands.
This only applies if the drone/UAS does not already
transmit Remote ID information.

If you have suggestions for edits, topics, or safety
please email me at andrewsites3@gmail.com

I’d like to finish this up by stating KCRC’s intent to apply for a FRIA as soon as possible. We have time before the law takes effect to get the application submitted, and in fact we have already started communications with AMA about it. Currently, we are waiting
on the FAA to grant the AMA’s CBO status request
before the AMA will reach out to us for FRIA application submission. Please check the AMA’s website frequently for updates as this is a quickly changing situation. I hope to see everyone at the meeting on November 16th. If you have questions regarding the new
AC, Part 107, or Remote ID please feel free to ask during the meeting and I will do my best to answer them.

https://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Advisory_Circular/AC_91-57C_FAA_Revised.pdf

Useful links: (Please copy and paste into your browser)
FAA Advisory Circular 91-57C:

FAA Remote ID:
https://www.faa.gov/uas/getting_started/remote_id
AMA Discussions of the new Advisory Circular: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuwTLQZ2FdI
https://amablog.modelaircraft.org/amagov/
2022/10/25/faa-publishes-ac-91-57c-and-ac-89-3/
AMA Safety Handbook:
https://www.modelaircraft.org/sites/default/files/documents/100.pdf

Midgorden’s F7U-3 Cutlass

Annual Icicle Fun Fly
January 1, 2023

I had no idea when in 1952 I made a small solid balsa
model of a new Navy jet I would one day be more involved than I could have expected with the Cutlass. In
1954 I was a summer hire at Chance Vought Aircraft
while getting my Aeronautical Engineering degree at
Iowa State. I worked 2 summers in their Flight Test
Analysis group and guess what—the aircraft that was
being tested was the F7U-3 Cutlass.
Fast forward to 1996 when visiting a hobbyshop in the
LA area I discovered and bought a Cutlass kit. I carried
the kit around through two family moves and finally in
2017 got around to building the model. On November
6th Jon Britt at the controls tried to do a maiden flight of
my Cutlass. The takeoff was unsuccessful, it failed to
rotate. We are still working on the issue and will be trying again soon. Here is the pre-flight photo of me and
my Test Pilot before the unsuccessful take off.

REQUIREMENTS TO FLY — NO MATTER THE WEATHER!
1. Cold Weather and Warm Clothing
2. A Model to fly: Certificate awarded to those who actually fly
3. Snow cover (if snow present have skis or hand launch)
4. A taste for Hot Chili (temperature and spicy)
THIS EVENT HAS A VERY LONG TRADITION
LET’S KEEP THE TRADITION GOING!
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A Visit to Normandy

I

by Jimmy Cianciolo

n September, my wife Gail
and I, travelled to France with
my sister Jean and her husband Christophe. Chris is
French so we had our own
chauffeur, interpreter and tour
guide. Instead of the typical
guided tour, we set our own
agenda and destinations.

Then we visited Omaha and
Utah beach where the American Troops landed. The area is
relatively untouched with only
sparse commercialization. On
the bluffs above the beaches
there are still remains of gun
emplacements which fired
on the invaders.

In Paris we saw the Mona
Lisa in the Louvre, walked
under the Arc de Triomphe
and got rained on at the
Eiffel Tower. But most of our
time was spent in the countryside where Chris’ family
lives. From there we ventured out to explore other
French historical sites including Mont-Saint-Michel, the
10th century abbey on a
coastal island, the Basilica at
Vezely where 11th century
C r u s a d e r s w e r e d i spatched to the Holy
Land and Guedelon
Castle, a modern recreation of a medieval
community being built
using only with 10th century tools and materials.

Normandy has many WWII
museums commemorating
the battles. The Airborne
Museum contains a C47
transport and a Waco troop
glider. One display contained a Thompson submachine gun (Tommy gun) with

boxes of cartridges
printed Lake City Ordnance Plant 6-44.

We spent two days in the
Normandy region. This is
where the Allied Forces
invaded France on June
6, 1944 to liberate Europe
from Nazi occupation.
Our first stop was SainteMere-Eglise where the
invasion began. It was
here that paratroopers
from the 82nd Airborne
jumped at midnight to
secure routes into
France. The parachute of
Pvt. Steele got caught on the church steeple where
he was wounded, captured and then escaped back
to his unit. The city has maintained a manikin paratrooper on the steeple to commemorate his heroism.

We also visited the
Overlord Museum
which documented
the land battles across
France to the
liberation of
Paris.
But the most
historic and
emotionally
moving place in
all of Normandy
is the American
Cemetery. Ten
thousand Americans who gave
their lives from
the invasion to the defeat of Nazi Germany are interned there. Many grave markers state, “Here Rest in
Honored Glory, A COMRADE IN ARMS, Known only to
God.” It is a quiet, somber and holy place. Only by
seeing it for oneself can you begin to grasp the sacrifices made by the Greatest Generation.
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Saturday, February 4, 2023

John Knox Pavilion
Hours: 9 A.M.– 3 P.M.
RC Planes-Boats-Helicopters-Cars
(Buy-Sell-Trade)

Map to the Pavilion

Admission $7.00 — Kids Under 12 Free
Concessions Available at Noon
Walk-up Registration begins 8 A.M
(Assuming tables are available)

Vendor setup at 8 A.M.
Doors Open to Buyers at 9 A.M.
Please Consider Friday Evening Setup
Pavilion will be open for setup from 5–7 P.M.
and will be secure over night

Mail Registration Form and Fee to:
Duane Hulen
KCRC Swap ’N’ Shop
1020 SE 11th
Lee’s Summit, MO 64081
Pre-Registration is Recommended
Tables sell out fast!
Questions? Call Duane at
816.516.4526 or email
drhulen@sbcglobal.net

520 NW Murray Rd.,
Lee’s Summit

Pavilion

Take Highway 50 East
off of I-470
Exit West on NW
Chipman Rd.
Immediate Left
on NW Murray Rd.

Write on this form when you return it if you have a
preferred location for your table(s)!
Registration Form
Name _____________________________________
Address ___________________________________
Tables Wanted
#
Price
City/State/Zip _______________________________ 8 Foot Table
$30.00
Phone ____—_____ — _________
Additional Vendor Admission
$5.00
Email _________________________ @_________
Limited Floor Space for large models, first come, first serve.
2 table purchases required for floor space.
Last date for Pre-Registration–Jan 24, 2023
Vendor 1. ________________ 2._________________
All table locations will be assigned by KCRC
Badges 3._________________4._________________
One Vendor Admission for each 8’ table
5. ________________ 6. _________________
Midgraph 10/28/2022
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Edwin Chavez’s Boeing 737
NOVEMBER
CLUB MEETING
November 16th
At EAA Hanger
Lee’s Summit Airport

Edwin plans to decorate His new jet
in Southwest Airlines Colors

REMINDER
OCTOBER BEGINS
KCRC’S NEW YEAR!
MEMBERSHIP FEES
ARE NOW DUE FOR THE
2022–2023
YEAR.
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